
Third Serving of Satisfyingly Scrappy Quilts:
Unleash Your Inner Scrappy!
Are you ready for another helping of scrappy quilting goodness? In "Third
Serving of Satisfyingly Scrappy Quilts," renowned quilt designer Sherri
McConnell shares over 20 new and exciting quilt patterns that will inspire
you to embrace the beauty of fabric scraps and create stunning quilts that
are both unique and meaningful.

What You'll Find Inside

This comprehensive book includes:

Simple Whatnots III: A Third Serving of Satisfyingly
Scrappy Quilts by Kim Diehl
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20+ quilt patterns: A diverse range of quilt patterns for all skill levels,
from beginner to advanced quilters.

Step-by-step instructions: Clear and concise instructions
accompanied by helpful diagrams and photographs, ensuring success
for every project.

FREE
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Inspirational stories: Sherri shares her personal quilting journey and
the stories behind each quilt pattern, providing inspiration and
encouragement.

Stunning photography: Vibrant, full-color photographs showcase the
exquisite details and vibrant colors of each quilt, providing visual
inspiration for your own creations.

Why You'll Love This Book

Whether you're a seasoned quilter or just starting out, "Third Serving of
Satisfyingly Scrappy Quilts" is the perfect companion for your quilting
adventures. Here's why:

It's accessible for all skill levels: The patterns range from simple
and beginner-friendly to more challenging designs, accommodating
quilters of all abilities.

It's a great way to use up fabric scraps: Scrappy quilting is an
excellent way to reduce waste and give new life to your leftover fabric
pieces.

It encourages creativity: The patterns provide a starting point, but
they also encourage you to experiment with colors, fabrics, and layouts
to create unique and personalized quilts.

It's inspiring: Sherri's personal stories and the stunning quilt designs
will ignite your passion for quilting and inspire you to create your own
scrappy masterpieces.

Testimonials



"Sherri's scrappy quilts are a testament to her creativity and passion for the
craft. This book is a treasure trove of inspiring patterns and techniques that
will elevate your quilting skills." - Mary Fons, editor of Quilting Quickly
magazine

"Third Serving of Satisfyingly Scrappy Quilts is a must-have for any quilter
who loves to use up fabric scraps. The patterns are diverse, the
instructions are clear, and the photography is stunning." - Jennifer Keltner,
author of Modern Patchwork

If you're ready to embrace the joy and satisfaction of scrappy quilting,
"Third Serving of Satisfyingly Scrappy Quilts" is the perfect guide for you.
With its inspiring patterns, clear instructions, and beautiful photography, this
book will empower you to create unique, meaningful, and truly scrappy
quilts that will bring years of enjoyment.

Free Download your copy today and let the scrappy quilting adventure
begin!

Free Download Now
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Unveiling the Profound Essence of Taekwondo:
Spirit and Practice Beyond Self-Defense
Taekwondo, an ancient Korean martial art, is often perceived solely as a
means of self-defense. However, it encompasses a far more profound
and...

Unveiling Clarity: The Common Sense Guide to
Everyday Dilemmas Legal Expert Series
In the labyrinthine world of legal complexities, navigating everyday
dilemmas can be a daunting task. But fear not, for the Common Sense
Guide to Everyday Dilemmas Legal...
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